SACRED HEART CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL
Termly Overview – AUTUMN
Year 1
Numeracy
The children will use concrete,
pictorial and abstract
representations to master maths
concepts.

Throughout the year the children will
visit a variety of units. This term, we
will be covering:
· Number and Place Value
· Addition and Subtraction
· Geometry:Shape

Science
Throughout the year, the children
will be taught how to work
scientifically’, applying such skills as
communication, collaboration,
analysis and working critically with
evidence.
Plants
Children will learn about the structure of
plants and trees and what they need to
grow well. They will be planting beans,
identifying common plants and trees in
the garden and in the wild, sorting
deciduous and evergreen leaves and
crafting labelled plant collage pictures.

Literacy
In accordance with our ‘Hook of a
Book’ programme, the children will
approach a range of writing styles
and the application of SPaG features
through exciting texts.
This term, the children will be
discovering the following texts:
• The Tiger Who Came to Tea
• The Magic Paintbrush
Stories with familiar settings,
sequencing, labels
• The Great Snortle Hunt –
Stories with Repeating Patterns

Computing
E-Safety is covered in depth during
first term and revisited at the start of
each following term.

Computer Skills
This unit teachers children how to
use a desktop or laptop computer,
use a computer mouse or a trackpad
and how to switch on and shut down
a computer.

R.E.
Liturgical celebrations run
throughout the year for all children,
including whole school mass, class
liturgies, the Year of Oscar Romero,
whole school liturgies and
celebration mass.
This term, our R.E. topics will be as
follows;
• Family – Why do we have a
family?
• Belonging – What does it mean
to belong?
• Waiting – Is waiting always
difficult?

Phonics

P.E.
This year's PE units will include;
Colour Match, Honey Pot, Making
Shapes, Moving Along and Piggy in
the Middle

Colour Match
The ‘Colour Match’ core task
involves children throwing different
pieces of equipment as accurately
as possible in order to hit targets.

Creative Curriculum

We will be working in Phonics on our
recognition of key phonemes and
graphemes, common exception words and
blending/segmenting skills.

Creative Curriculum is the umbrella
term for the creative and humanities
subjects, taught around a ‘hook’
during each half term.

Phase 4/5/6
We will be working on recognising a
variety of phonemes and will be using
blending and segmenting skills to help
us tackle new and unfamiliar words in
our reading.
We will begin to use our blending skills
to read alien and real words.

The children will learn about what life
was like when Grandad was little
and begin to compare their lives to
the lives of older generations.

Dear Grandpa

